
The Cambodian Mission – the fight against the dog meat trade  

This is an amazing story – check the link https://thesoundofanimals.com 

The Organisation 
 
The Sound of Animals trace its beginnings to over a decade ago when Michael Chour arrived in Buriram, 
Thailand and was immediately drawn to the dog meat trade that was still legal and in existence in 
Thailand at the time. Through the years, he became an advocate of the fight against dog consumption. 
When the dog meat trade was outlawed in Thailand, the dogs of the slaughterhouses in the area were 
released. 
 
Fast forward to the present time … about 500 dogs scattered over a 90-mile radius needing daily care. 
2017 proved to be a turning point for The Sound of Animals with the building of Blue Dream shelter and 
the intention to establish a foundation so that the work of the last decade can carry on into the future 
with the same emphasis on care and love for the many ex-slaughterhouse survivors and their 
descendants and to continue the fight against the Dog Meat Trade in neighbouring Cambodia. 
Blue Dream shelter is a place where the dogs can finally be safe from abuse, accident and most 
importantly, from the Dog Meat Trade (being so close to the Thai/Cambodian border). The shelter will 
make it possible to treat and contain diseases and allow for a sterilisation plan to be executed. This will 
see the beginning of all donations being chanelled into more work and rescue in the Dog Meat Trade in 
Cambodia, instead of feeding a growing population of strays and abandoned dogs. The Sound of Animals 
pledge to continue to provide for all the dogs in our care and to work to reduce the Dog Meat Trade in 
Cambodia and the region. 

 

Blue Dream Shelter 

In January of 2017 we started the first fundraiser to construct Blue Dream Shelter. It was in May of 2017 
that the land was purchased and we 
could start using funds for the 
construction of the kennels, recovery 
unit, and other accommodations.  With 
over 500 dogs that we care for Blue 
Dream Shelter will be the safe haven for 
our street dogs and the dogs we rescue 
from the Dog Meat Trade in Cambodia. 
At Blue Dream Shelter our goal is to give 
our animals the that life they deserve. 
No longer will our dogs wander the 
streets dodging cars or dangerous 
people, instead they will be safe and 
have a kennel that they can call home. 

Once our dogs are living at the shelter this will give us an opportunity to execute a sterilization plan to 
get control of the ever-growing population. Since we can have the dogs stay in the recovery unit on 
shelter grounds this will decrease our vet bills and allow funds to be used towards our Cambodian Dog 
Meat Trade survivors and rescues. 

https://thesoundofanimals.com/


 

 

 

 

 

 

 



International dog judge, Stanley Shen, who lives in Singapore, is one of the very few judges to join the 

combatants in their fight against the dog slaughterings and is active mainly in Cambodia. 

He has a list of judges against the Asian dog meat trade.  Since last year he has collected beads from all 

over the world (people send beads and buttons to him).  He makes the most exquisite bracelets which 

he sells at USD 50 each - he sends all money collected to a group of people in Cambodia who rescue 

dogs from slaughter houses and work tirelessly to close them down.  But he is stopping this fundraiser 

the end of April.  He says he will start a different one.  Try the link below.  He spends many hours making 

these things.  He is an amazing guy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


